
Heading: 
 
 

The Butterfly Project 
(three parts = one major grade) 

 
Part I:  Directions 
 
Create an original, handmade butterfly for the Houston Holocaust    
Museum to be part of their exhibit honoring the 1.5 million children 
who died in the Holocaust. 
 
_____ Your name—taped on so that it can be removed 
 
_____ Creative (Truly unique idea?) 
 
_____ Colorful/Poignant (Eye-catching!) — NO GLITTER! 
 
_____ Effort (No kits, purchased butterflies, nothing from the Internet,  
  etc.) 
 
_____ Durability (Must hold together when hung) 
 
_____ Size (Must be the size of your palm or larger BUT no larger 
   than 8x10”) 
 
_____ Two-dimensional butterflies are preferred! 
 
_____ Food products (cereal, macaroni, candy, marshmallows, or other  
  perishables) should NOT be used. 
 
 

Holocaust Museum Houston  

is collecting handmade butterflies in  

memory of the 1.5 million children  

who perished in the Holocaust. 

 

Now only collecting butterflies until June 

2013, the exhibit is nearing its completion.  

You will be the last HCMS students who have 

the chance to be part of this project! 



The Butterfly Project—Writing Component 
 
Part II:  Directions: 
 
Write a poem that incorporates ALL of the following:   
 
1. Lyrics that show a clear understanding of events relating to events of 

the Holocaust 
2. At least one connection between the design of your butterfly and one 

topic we studied about the Holocaust 
3. Specific wording that deals with hope 
 
_____ Your poem must have a length of at least twenty-four lines. 
 
_____ Your poem must include all of the following:  lyrics that show a 
  clear understanding of events relating to the Holocaust,  
  connections between the design of your butterfly and what we 
  have studied, and specific wording that deals with hope. 
 
_____ The poem does not need a rhyme scheme, but it does have to     
  include qualities of a poem in its style. 
 
_____ Your poem must be typed. 
 
_____ Your poem must have a heading and a title. 
 
Part III:  Directions: 

Take a photo of your butterfly and print it in 
color on a sheet of paper along with a dedication to a     
specific, purposely chosen child whose life was affected by 
the Holocaust.  

 
Include the following on your typed dedication page: 
 
1. The child’s name and your connection to the child 
2. A clear photograph of the child (at least 2x2”) 
3. At least three sentences explaining how his/her life was affected by 

the Holocaust 
4. A clear, color photograph of YOUR butterfly (at least 4x6”) 


